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NEW!

SDS PAASS

prevent accidental 
activation stroke system THE LATEST GENERATION 

DRILL BIT WITH SDS CHUCK 
FOR MULTIPURPOSE APPLICATIONS

SDS MAGICSDS MAGIC
MULTIMULTI
STARSTAR

SDS MAGIC
MULTI
STAR

Very sharp carbide cutting edge — drilling without hammering force
Special SDS PAASS system prevents switching on the drill machine's hammer

drill

TTP SDS MAGIC MULTI STAR DRILL is the latest 
generation professional drill bit with SDS chunk designed 
for extreme and universal applications. Special SDS 
PAASS system prevents accidentally switching on the drill 
machine's hammer.

Completely new on the Polish market — Top Technical Products 
Autonomic Group quality guaranteed.

Thanks to innovative solutions TTP SDSMAGIC MULTI STAR 
DRILL makes it possible to drill with one drill bit (without the use 
of hammering force) in various materials, e.g.: concrete, brick, 
hollow brick, natural stone, ceramic tiles (medium hardness), 
wood, metal and plastics.

GENERAL INFORMATION 

USAGE

CAUTION
All information, including illustrations, are 
reliable. However, the users should evaluate 
the usability of each product for a given 
application. TTP Polska Sp. z o.o. does not 
guarantee the accuracy of all information and 
does not accept responsibility for how the 
products are used. The liabilities of TTP 
Polska Sp. z o.o. are limited solely to the 
standard terms and conditions of sale of the 
product and in no case whatsoever does TTP 
Polska Sp. z o.o. bear any responsibility for 
accidental or indirect damages resulting in 
the sale, use and improper use of the 
product.

Unique and innovative geometry 
of the reinforced spiral core optimises 
extraction of drilling dust and chips. 

Innovative solution — optimal drilling in different materials, 
without the need to change drill bits

Indispensable for anyone working with multiple 
materials concurrently (concrete, stone, metal, wood)
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